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Carbon fibers are made of carbon layers nore or
less para11el to the fiber axis but their a axis is dis-
trlbuted at ra¡don. The azinutal disorder of the a axis
generates hk cylinders corresponüing to the rotation of
each set of hk reciprocal l_ines. Ihese cylind.ers then
¡otate aror.¡¡rd the fiber axis. The SAD pattern thus
obtained is schematically represented in fig. 1b ,or Zb.
Two different models of texture (l rZ) t:,t equally well
¡¡-j-th these pa.ttems since scattering which averages the
results forbids any choice. Fig. 1a represents the fi-
brillar nodel while 2a represents a part of the 1ane1-
Iar one, i.e a distorted turbostratic carbon layer stack.
Iattice-inaging carinot separate between the two nod.els
for two reasons. First too many details are superj_nposed
so that no val-uable restorati_on of the real texture can
be d.educed. The second reason derives fro¡r the fact
that the 00.2 fringes approxi.nate carbon layers seen
edge-on. The kind of artefact whlch nay occur is illus-
trated in fig. l.which conpares an object (fie. l.) to
its restoration (fig. 3c) obtained fron OO.2 lattj-ce
imaging (fie. ¡¡). In longitudinal- thin-sections or in
ground materials, fibrils or folded parts of distorted
lanellae look the same. fn the same way, in transverse
sections, the continuity of 00.2 fringes can be due
either to a real curvature of the layers or to a supe-
rinposition of details situated at different levels in
the fiber.

To overcone these difficulties dark field has
necessarily to be used. ; 00.2 DI lead.s to the sarne
resuLts than 00.2 fringes and nay be used to neasure the
N nr¡mber of para11e1 layers (¡). OnfV a careful compa.ri-
son of both 10 a¡d 11 Df'carr separate between the fi-
brillar anci the lamelfar nodels. Let first consider the
fibrillar model (fig. 1). If the aperture j-s set on 10
position the rj-bbons inaged as regions containing bright
noiré frlnges (fis. 1c) have otre of their a axis appro-
xinately parallel to the fiber axis (nisorientation-
depending on the aperture opening) a¡d also are nore or
less tilted., which depends on the aperture opening. ff
the aperture coresponds to the 1 1 position more ribbons
should light on since the allowed arnount of tilting is
then practically 1 90o. This no longer depends on the
aperture opening but on the dj-ameter of the 1 1 recipro-
ca1 1ine. Both 10 a¡d 11 DF inages show ribbon-hlce
bright d.om¡insr variable in wid.th, representing the
prject ion of the f ibr i ls on the observation nl¡ne- on
the contrary, ro" tt.-fuJirfuffi- iii*.' titi*u""-
l ike donains should appear only in 10 Dtr 'and.11 should
be quite different. Characteristic features to be noti-
ced are the following : first more isometric domains
appear whlch contain bright noiré frínges, then bands
r¡lthout contrast occur at the very location where bright
domains were useil to appear in.00.2 Dtr', finally diffuse
brigh! lines (corresponding (o moiré fringes seen obli-
quely) eclge these bands. (SinLi,far reasoning may be
applied to the a axis of the turbostratic stack lying
perpendicular to.the f iber axis ;  i f  so, 10 has to be
inverted with 1 1 ). tt can also be deduced from fig. 2
that, if the p curvature radius of the stack increases
and tends to'produce fl-at isornetric lamef]ar particfes,

'10 and 11 positions should give identical images.

Such considerati-ons have been applied in the
present r¡ork to connercial pAN fibers héát-treated. at
25000 C (I\c 2j produced by SERotr'IM, ¡""¡1""). fná ¡i¡"""
were prepared for EM !y thin sectioning (tranverse and
longitudinal sections) and by wet-grinding. SAD patterns
show a turbostratic ¡nateri-al containing a s¡aal1 arnou¡t
of partially graphitized regions (4,5). therefore fiber
texture has been found. homogeneous a¡d entirely larnellar.

The validity of tlre lanellar model established
by high resolution Dtr'has to be confirmed by other
experiments. First the occurence of lamellae instead of
ribbons, then the homogeneity of the fi_ber have to be
proven. The occurence of lanellae is emphasized. by fiber
exfoliation. A lame11ar conpourrd was nad.e by treating
the fibers by a nixture of H.SO, a¡d K-Cr^C- durine óne
hour ; the fibers were then 6xt31lated'bytnlO... v"rv
stable water suspensj.ons were thus obtained'iñcluding
mainly sr¡a11 isometric lamellae besides fragrnents of
intact fibers (the suspensions r.¡ere shown to be graph_ite
oxide free by SA_D control). Krypton ad.sorption isotherrns
were perforrned on fiber surface at TT f(6). Ttrey strow
that the surface Ís honogeneous a¡d. the steps produced
at 1ow p/p. values are typical of ad"sorption locali.zed
on basal pYanes of graphite layers and not on their edges.
The amount of che¡n-i-cal groups distributed. on the surface
j-s also evaluated. to be 1ow, which fits well r¡ith the
lack of reactive carbons i.e edge-carbons. All the exne_
riments agree qulte well with the fact that both surfáce
and core of the fi.bers are lamell_ar. Homogeneity of the
fiber has been tested and confinnea by oxiaation kinetic
:l:di": using 0, and COr. Oxidation rate was followed by
DTG a¡d gas analysis. Tfie curves are all monotonous,
sanple reactlvity does not change when oxid.atio. e"i"
deeper and deeper.

In conclusion it nust be kept in nind. that
lattice-fringes represent only . prrt of the reciprocal
space which ca¡ be possibly analysed by imaging. It is
absolutely necessary to achieve the exploration of the
l¡hol-e available reciprocal space in usi.ng DF techniques
especially in using as nany reflections as possible.
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